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QUESTION NO: 1
Which statements are true regarding Node Prerequisite Checking performed by OMW?
(Select three.)

A. It can be run as a command.
B. The results are displayed only if the node fails the prerequisite check.
C. The results of the prerequisite check include details and recommended actions.
D. It is performed only on Windows nodes.
E. It is run by checking the 'Run prerequisites check automatically before deployment' box
in the Agent Installation dialog box after adding a new node.
F. Agent installation CANNOT proceed on a failed prerequisite check unless the problem
is fixed.

Answer: A,C,E

QUESTION NO: 2
Which statements about external nodes are true? (Select two.)

A. External nodes can be associated with tools.
B. External nodes can be set into outage mode like managed nodes.
C. External nodes can be associated with reports.
D. The IP address pattern can be used to group arbitrary IP ranges within IP subnets.
E. The Node Name pattern is typically used to group messages from DNS-resolvable
nodes.

Answer: B,D

QUESTION NO: 3
A member of the Operations & Maintenance team monitoring OMW is asked to look into
an issue with a managed node. What is the path to the agent log file?

A. %ovDataDir%\log\inst\*.log
B. %ovAgentDir%\log\system.txt
C. %ovDataDir%\log\opc_inst.log
D. "%ovDataDir%\log\system.txt

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 4
By default the Web Console is configured to use which authentication method?



A. Basic Authentication
B. Windows Authentication
C. Anonymous Authentication
D. Forms Authentication

Answer: B

QUESTION NO: 5
What must be done within OMW to start collecting performance data from a node?

A. In addition to deploying the Operations Agent, a measurement threshold policy must be
deployed.
B. The Performance Agent Package and a Measurement Threshold policy must be
deployed to a node.
C. The Operations Agent must be deployed to a node.
D. The Performance Agent Package must be deployed to a node.

Answer: C

QUESTION NO: 6
What can a service be?

A. a subordinate only
B. a superordinate service at the bottom of the hierarchy
C. a superordinate only
D. a subordinate and a superordinate

Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 7
What can you use the WMI Instance browser for when you develop WMI policy rule?

A. to view data in real time within WMI
B. to view graphs in real time within WMI
C. to view data in the past 7 days within WMI
D. to view graphs in the past 7 days within WMI

Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 8



Which term is used to represent a range of agentless nodes, from which alarms are
collected into OMW?

A. Message Allowed
B. Controlled
C. External Node
D. Monitored

Answer: C


